
Semi-compliant

Your e�orts are noticeable, yet further action is required to meet the Web

Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

 

It's seems like your website isn't inclusive or accessible to
people with disabilities. Let's change that!

34

We found 34 issues on
your page

Issue severity Issues detected by category

20 Graphics 5 Readability 4 Clickables

3 Forms 1 Orientation 1 Document

0 Titles 0 Menus 0 Carousels

0 Tables 0 General

25
Severe

7
Moderate

2
Mild

Detected issues by type

Vision

Cognitive

Motor

0 14 28 42 56 70

Scan results for brooksembroidery.com



# Element Relevant Successes Failures Score

1 Elements that behave as buttons but are built using other
tags such as span, div, a or others, should include a "role"
attribute that equals to "button".

Yes 1 1 50%

Successful Elements

Failed Elements

2 Buttons should include text explaining their functionality,
and if icons are used as buttons, a screen-reader only text
or an "aria-label" attribute should be used for that
description.

Yes 1 1 50%

Successful Elements

Failed Elements

3 Links should include text that is setting expectations to
what page they are leading to. If empty links are used as
layout wrapping elements, a screen-reader only text or an
" i l b l" tt ib t h ld b d f th t d i ti

Yes 14 0 100%

<button type="submit" name="everest_forms[submit]" class="everest-forms-submit-button button evf-submi
t " id="evf-submit-2117" value="evf-submit" data-process-text="Processing…" conditional_rules="&quot;&quo
t;" conditional_id="evf-submit-2117" aria-l...

<a href="#" class="zak-header-search__toggle" > <svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--magnifying-glass" xmlns="h
ttp://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 24 24"><path d="M21 22c-.3 0-.5-.1-.7-.3L16.6 18c-1.5 1.2-3.5 2-5.6
2-5 0-9-4-9-9s4-9 9-9 9 4 9 9c...

<button type="submit" name="everest_forms[submit]" class="everest-forms-submit-button button evf-submi
t " id="evf-submit-2117" value="evf-submit" data-process-text="Processing…" conditional_rules="&quot;&quo
t;" conditional_id="evf-submit-2117" aria-l...

<a href="#" class="zak-header-search__toggle" > <svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--magnifying-glass" xmlns="h
ttp://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 24 24"><path d="M21 22c-.3 0-.5-.1-.7-.3L16.6 18c-1.5 1.2-3.5 2-5.6
2-5 0-9-4-9-9s4-9 9-9 9 4 9 9c...



Successful Elements

4 Links that open in a new tab or a new window should either
have an "aria-label" attribute or a screen-reader only
element explaining to screen-readers that this opens in a
new tab.

No 0 2

Failed Elements

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/" rel="home" >Brooks Embroidery</a>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/" aria-current="page" >HOME</a>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/about/" >ABOUT</a>

<a title=" " href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/gallery-2/" >GALLERY</a>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/blog/" >ARTICLES</a>

<a href="https://www.facebook.com/BrooksEmbroidery" >FACEBOOK</a>

<a class="elementor-button elementor-button-link elementor-size-md" href="https://brooksembroidery.com/
#getquote" > <span class="elementor-button-content-wrapper"> <span class="elementor-button-text">GET A
QUOTE</span> </span> </a>

<a class="elementor-button elementor-button-link elementor-size-md" href="https://brooksembroidery.com/
about/" > <span class="elementor-button-content-wrapper"> <span class="elementor-button-text">READ MO
RE</span> </span> </a>

<a class="elementor-button elementor-button-link elementor-size-md" href="https://brooksembroidery.com/
gallery/" > <span class="elementor-button-content-wrapper"> <span class="elementor-button-text">SEE EXA
MPLES</span> </span> </a>

<a class="elementor-button elementor-button-link elementor-size-md" href="https://brooksembroidery.com/
services" > <span class="elementor-button-content-wrapper"> <span class="elementor-button-text">LEARN
MORE</span> </span> </a>

<a href="https://zakratheme.com/" target="_blank" title="Zakra" rel="nofollow" >Zakra</a>

<a href="https://wordpress.org/" target="_blank" title="WordPress" rel="nofollow" >WordPress</a>



5 An H1 title provides information to blind-users using
screen-readers of what the main topic of the page is and
each page should have exactly one H1 title.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

6 HTML title elements (H1-6) should have texts. If images or
links are used, they should include an alternative or
screen-reader only text.

Yes 18 0 100%

7 Elements that visually appear as titles but are coded with a
non-heading HTML Tag should include a "role" attribute
that equals to "heading" or have their tags �xed.

No 0 0

8 Title levels should not be skipped and should be built with
consistent hierarchy. For example: you cannot have "h4"
titles and "h2" titles without having "h3" titles.

Yes Pass - 100%

9 Interactive elements such as links, buttons and form �elds
should all be navigable using the keyboard by either using
a focusable element (a, button, input, etc.) or including the
"tabindex" attribute that equals to "0".

Yes Pass - 100%

10 Interactive elements that can be navigated using the
keyboard should be surrounded by a visual outline
whenever they are focused.

No Fail -

11 Active popups should include an "aria-modal" attribute
that equals to "true", and a "role" attribute that equals to
"dialog", so screen-reader users know how to navigate
within it.

No 0 0

<h1 style="color: white;"><b>Embroidery and Screen Printing Services In Bonney Lake, WA</b></h1>



12 Every page should include hidden links that by clicking on
them (either using keyboard navigation or a screen-
reader), the user will "skip" certain blocks directly to main
landmarks such as main content, menu or footer.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

13 Elements that are hidden using CSS manipulations
(opacity, height, text-indent, o�-canvas, etc.) should be
wrapped inside an element with an "aria-hidden" attribute
that equals to "false", or include it directly, and have it
dynamically changed to "true" when they become visible.

No 0 0

14 Elements that are hidden using CSS manipulations
(opacity, height, text-indent, o�-canvas, etc.) should
include a "tabindex" attribute that is below 0, and have it
dynamically changed to 0 when they become visible.

No 0 0

15 Menus should either be built using the HTML5 "nav"
element or include a "role" attribute that equals to "menu"
or "navigation" to indicate a navigation landmark for
screen-readers.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

16 Menu items that have a dropdown menu include an "aria-
haspopup" attribute that equals to "true".

No 0 0

17 Menu items that have a dropdown menu include an "aria-
expanded" attribute that equals to "false" that changes to
"true" and back when opening or closing the dropdown.

No 0 0

<a class="skip-link screen-reader-text" href="#zak-content" >Skip to content</a>

<nav id="zak-primary-nav" class="zak-main-nav main-navigation zak-primary-nav zak-layout-1 zak-layout-1-st
yle-1"> <ul id="zak-primary-menu" class="zak-primary-menu nav-menu" aria-expanded="false" ><li id="menu
-item-2189" class="menu-item menu-item-t...



18 Images should have an alternative text description that
describes both the objects and the embedded text that the
image contains, using the "alt" attribute.

No 0 13

Failed Elements

<img fetchpriority="high" decoding="async" width="387" height="387" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.c
om/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Brooks-logo-new.png" class="attachment-full size-full wp-image-2252" alt
="" srcset="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/...

<img decoding="async" width="1274" height="386" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp-content/upl
oads/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-08-at-10.37.54 AM.png" class="attachment-full size-full wp-image-2210" al
t="" srcset="https://www.brooksembroidery.com...

<img decoding="async" width="300" height="77" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp-content/uploa
ds/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-08-at-10.38.02 AM-300x77.png" class="attachment-medium size-medium wp
-image-2211" alt="" srcset="https://www.brooksembro...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1292" height="332" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-08-at-10.38.02 AM.png" class="attachment-full size-full wp-
image-2211" alt="" srcset="https://www.brook...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="300" height="91" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp
-content/uploads/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-08-at-10.37.54 AM-300x91.png" class="attachment-medium si
ze-medium wp-image-2210" alt="" srcset="https://...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1020" height="986" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-11-at-5.19.30 PM.jpg" class="attachment-large size-large w
p-image-2256" alt="" srcset="https://www.broo...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1024" height="819" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/3-1024x819.jpg" class="attachment-large size-large wp-image-2288" alt="" srcs
et="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp-conte...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1024" height="819" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/1-1024x819.jpg" class="attachment-large size-large wp-image-2286" alt="" srcs
et="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp-conte...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1024" height="819" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/4-1024x819.jpg" class="attachment-large size-large wp-image-2289" alt="" srcs
et="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/wp-conte...

<img loading="lazy" decoding="async" width="1024" height="592" src="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/
wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Screenshot-2024-01-12-at-12.56.45 PM-1024x592.jpg" class="attachment-large
size-large wp-image-2285" alt="" srcset="https:...



19 Background images that are not just for decoration
purposes and should have the same treatment as standard
images and include a "role" attribute that equals to "img"
and an alternative text description in an "aria-label"
attribute.

No 0 2

Failed Elements

20 Font icons, SVG or images that are being used as spacers,
decorations or their purpose is already described by the
content should include a "role" attribute that equals to
"presentation" or "none".

Yes 5 5 50%

Successful Elements

Failed Elements

<div class="elementor-widget-wrap"> </div>

<div class="elementor-widget-wrap elementor-element-populated"> <div class="elementor-element element
or-element-76929b4 elementor-widget elementor-widget-spacer" data-id="76929b4" data-element_type="wi
dget" data-widget_type="spacer.default"> ...

<svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--magnifying-glass-bars" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 2
4 24" ><path d="M17 20H3a1 1 0 0 1 0-2h14a1 1 0 0 1 0 2Zm4-2a1 1 0 0 1-.71-.29L18 15.4a6.29 6.29 0 0 1-10-
5A6.43 6.43 0 0 1 14.3 4a6.31 6.31 0 0 ...

<svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--x-mark" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 24 24" ><path d
="m14 12 7.6-7.6c.6-.6.6-1.5 0-2-.6-.6-1.5-.6-2 0L12 10 4.4 2.4c-.6-.6-1.5-.6-2 0s-.6 1.5 0 2L10 12l-7.6 7.6c-.6.6-.6
1.5 0 2 .3.3.6.4 1 .4s.7-.1 ...

<i class="fa fa-quote-left" aria-hidden="true" ></i>

<svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--magnifying-glass" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 24 24"
><path d="M21 22c-.3 0-.5-.1-.7-.3L16.6 18c-1.5 1.2-3.5 2-5.6 2-5 0-9-4-9-9s4-9 9-9 9 4 9 9c0 2.1-.7 4.1-2 5.6l3.7
3.7c.4.4.4 1 0 1.4-.2.2-.4.3-...

<svg class="zak-icon zakra-icon--chevron-up" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 24 24" ><pa
th d="M21 17.5c-.3 0-.5-.1-.7-.3L12 8.9l-8.3 8.3c-.4.4-1 .4-1.4 0s-.4-1 0-1.4l9-9c.4-.4 1-.4 1.4 0l9 9c.4.4.4 1 0 1.4-.
2.2-.4.3-.7.3z" ></path></s...

<span id="elementor-device-mode" class="elementor-screen-only" ></span>



21 Figure elements that are used to display images should
have a "role" attribute that equals to "none" and the image
provide itself should provide the description using an "alt"
attribute.

No 0 0

22 Every "area" element of a "map" tag should be regarded
as a standard image and receive an alternative text
description using an "alt" attribute.

No 0 0

23 Small or hidden tracker pixel images (often used for
analytics or marketing purposes) should include a "role"
attribute that equals to "none" or "presentation" so they are
excluded from screen-readers.

No 0 0

24 Form �elds should either include an "aria-label" attribute
or a connected LABEL element describing the requirement
of the �eld (email, phone, name, etc.).

Yes 4 0 100%

Successful Elements

25 Form elements cannot have the same ID, or else their
corresponding label will provide false information.

No 0 0

26 Required form �elds should include an "aria-required"
attribute that equals to "true" so blind users using screen-
readers know their validation

No 0 3

<input type="text" id="evf-2117-field_fullname" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][fullnam
e]" required="">

<input type="email" id="evf-2117-field_email" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][email]" re
quired="">

<input type="text" id="evf-2117-field_subject" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][subject]"
required="">

<textarea id="evf-2117-field_message" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][message]"></tex
tarea>



Failed Elements

27 The validity status of every form element must be
represented in the code at all times using the "aria-invalid"
attributes and the "true/false" values, and change
dynamically when the status changes.

No 0 0

28 aria-describedby and aria-labeledby attributes should be
connected by ID to an element that either has text
description or an "aria-label" attribute.

No 0 0

29 All forms should have a submission button that is built as
an input type "submit" or a "button" element, or include a
"role" tag that equals to "button". Buttons can be hidden if
the form can be submitted using the Enter key.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

30 Search forms should include a "role" tag that equals to
"search" (or be wrapped by one) to indicate a search
landmark for screen-readers.

No 0 0

31 The title tag of the HEAD section (also the title that appears
in the browser tab and Search Engine result pages) should
exist and describe the name of the current webpage for
screen reader users

Yes Pass - 100%

<input type="text" id="evf-2117-field_fullname" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][fullnam
e]" required="">

<input type="email" id="evf-2117-field_email" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][email]" re
quired="">

<input type="text" id="evf-2117-field_subject" class="input-text" name="everest_forms[form_fields][subject]"
required="">

<form id="evf-form-2117" class="everest-form" data-formid="2117" data-ajax_submission="0" data-keyboard
_friendly_form="0" method="post" enctype="multipart/form-data" action="/" novalidate="novalidate"><div cl
ass="evf-field-container"><input type="hid...



Successful Elements

32 The HTML tag should include a "lang" attribute that
represents the main language of the webpage so screen-
readers can calibrate on it for blind users.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

33 The meta viewport tag should allow vision impaired users
to pinch-zoom at least double the standard scaling using
the user-scalable="yes" and maximum-scale={2 or higher}
content strings.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

34 Landmarks such as main content and footer should be built
using their corresponding HTML5 element or include a
description using an "aria-label" attribute and a "role" tag
that equals to "contentinfo" or "main". Landmarks such as
search and navigation are tested in other sections.

Yes 2 1 67%

Successful Elements

<title>Home - Brooks Embroidery</title>

<html lang="en-US"><head> <meta charset="UTF-8"> <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width,
initial-scale=1"> <link rel="profile" href="http://gmpg.org/xfn/11"> <meta name="robots" content="index, foll
ow, max-image-preview:large...

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

<footer id="zak-footer" class="zak-footer "> <div class="zak-footer-bar zak-style-2"> <div class="zak-containe
r"> <div class="zak-row"> <div class="zak-footer-bar__1"> Copyright © 2024 <a href="https://www.brooksemb
roidery.com/" t...



Failed Elements

35 Font sizes should be at least 11px in size in order to stay
readable in the majority of font families. This should be
veri�ed also when using dynamic units such as REM or
percents.

Yes Pass - 100%

36 Letter spacing should not be set to below -1px in order to
stay readable in the majority of font families. This should
be veri�ed also when using dynamic units such as REM or
percents.

Yes Pass - 100%

37 Elements that have texts should meet a minimum contrast
ratio of 4.5:1 between their foreground (usually text color)
and background color.

Yes 38 5 88%

Successful Elements

<div class="elementor-widget-wrap elementor-element-populated"> <div class="elementor-element element
or-element-4f847ce2 elementor-widget__width-initial elementor-widget elementor-widget-image" data-id="4f
847ce2" data-element_type="widget" da...

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/" rel="home" >Brooks Embroidery</a>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/about/" >ABOUT</a>

<a title=" " href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/gallery-2/" >GALLERY</a>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/blog/" >ARTICLES</a>

<a href="https://www.facebook.com/BrooksEmbroidery" >FACEBOOK</a>

<span class="elementor-button-text">GET A QUOTE</span>

<h2 class="elementor-heading-title elementor-size-default">WELCOME</h2>

<p class="elementor-heading-title elementor-size-default">Brooks Embroidery offers custom embroidery ser
vices for every occasion, as well as screen printing and heat press services. Whatever your need, Brooks Emb
roidery can handle it. From conception...



Failed Elements

38 Carousels should include an "aria-label" attribute that
equals to "carousel"/"slider" or something else that
indicates the functionality, as well as be tagged as a
landmark for screen-readers using a "role" tag that equals
to "contentinfo".

No 0 0

39 Control elements such as next and previous icons should
include an "aria-label" attribute or a screen-reader only
text that explains the functionality to screen-readers.

No 0 0

40 A common accessibility mistake is to treat carousels as live
regions using the "aria-live" attribute and the "polite" or the
"assertive values. Using this practice will cause screen-
readers to cut and skip announcements.

No 0 0

41 Carousel pagination items (usually used as small dots at
the bottom of the carousel) should indicate their
functionality and slide number they control using an "aria-
label" and a screen-reader only text.

No 0 0

42 Tables that are being used as layout structures should
include a "role" attribute that equals to "presentation" to
indicate to screen-readers that it is not really a table.

No 0 0

<span class="elementor-button-text">READ MORE</span>

<h2 class="elementor-heading-title elementor-size-default">WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT</h2>

<a href="https://www.brooksembroidery.com/" aria-current="page" >HOME</a>

<b>Embroidery and Screen Printing Services In Bonney Lake, WA</b>

<abbr class="required" title="Required">*</abbr>



43 If nested tables are used (a table element within a table
cell), set the nested tables "role" attribute to "presentation".

No 0 0

44 Tables that are missing a THEAD row with TH elements,
should include a "role" attribute that equals to "rowheader"
on the TD elements of the TR that represents the visual
table headings.

No 0 0

45 Visually deleted texts (often used to show a previous price
of a sale) should include an "aria-label" attribute or a
screen-reader only text that explains this is deleted text.

No 0 0

46 Breadcrumbs main element should include a "role"
attribute that equals to "navigation" and an "aria-label"
attribute that describes the functionality."

No 0 0

47 Ratings/scores that are represented visually using stars,
meters or other indicators should either have an "aria-
label" attribute or a screen-reader only texts conveying the
score/rate.

No 0 0

48 Making use of an accessibility interface helps to ensure
that vision impaired users can adjust some of the UI and
the design (font-size, colors, spacing, etc.) to their needs. It
is not a compliance requirement, but can help to improve
compliance.

No 0 0

49 Iframe elements should include a "title" or an "aria-label"
attribute explaining the purpose, the functionality or the
destination of the iframe, or be tagged hidden for screen-
readers if irrelevant.

Yes Pass - 100%

Successful Elements

<iframe class="elementor-background-video-embed" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen="" allow="accelerome
ter; autoplay; clipboard-write; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture; web-share" title="Embroidery
Machine Stock" width="640" height="360" ...


